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8:30-8:45

Introduction

8:45-10:00

Inertial Fusion Energy

10:00-10:30 Coffee Break
10:30-12:30 Magnetic Fusion Energy

Introduction to the 2002 Summer Study

opportunity for a broad community of MFE and
IFE scientists to examine goals and proposed
initiatives in
– burning plasma science (MFE), and
– integrated research experiments (IFE)

Introduction to the 2002 Summer Study

a forum for the critical uniform technical
assessment of major next-steps
in the fusion energy sciences program
– to provide crucial community input to the long range
planning activities undertaken by the DOE and the
Fusion Energy Sciences Advisory Committee

Introduction to the 2002 Summer Study

open to every member of the fusion energy
science community
• MFE (tokamaks and other concepts) and IFE
(280+ on-site participants)
• significant international participation

(30+)

IFE Group Structure
Driver Physics and Technology;
Next Steps
Lasers
Target Physics

Accelerators

Z Pinch

Fast Ignition Drivers

Fast Ignition
Gain curves
Stability
Symmetry

IFE Chamber/
Target
Technology

Beam-Target Interaction
IFE Chamber Response - Microsecond Phenomena
IFE Chamber Clearing/Recovery - Millisecond Phenomena
IFE Chamber Safety/Environment/Reliability-Quasi-Steady Phenomena
IFE Target Fabrication/Injection
IFE Integrated Chamber/Focusing System Design and Modeling

Identifying MFE issues and
assessing burning plasma experiments
FIRE

IGNITOR

ITER

BP contributions
to ICCs

Physics
Argue for scientific and technological
benefits of approaches

Assess benefits
of a tokamak
BPX to ICC path

Technology
Identify key scientific, technological, and path issues
Determine assessment criteria
Perform uniform assessments of approaches

Experimental
Approach
and Objectives

MFE Context for the Snowmass study
“1. NOW is the time … to take the steps leading to the expeditious
construction of a burning plasma experiment.”
FESAC
Burning
Plasma
Panel
9/2001

“2. Funds for a burning plasma experiment should arise as an addition
to the base Fusion Energy Sciences budget.”
“3. The U.S. Fusion Energy Sciences Program should establish a
proactive U.S. plan on burning plasma experiments….”

MFE Context for the Snowmass study

FESAC
Burning
Plasma
Panel
9/2001

“Hold a “Snowmass” workshop in the summer 2002, for the critical
scientific and technological examination of proposed burning plasma
experimental designs and to provide crucial community input and
endorsement to the planning activities undertaken by FESAC.”
“Specifically, the workshop should determine which of the specific
burning plasma options are technically viable but should not select
among them.”
“Request the Director of the Office of Energy Sciences to charge
FESAC with the mission of forming an “action” panel in Spring 2002,
to select among the technically viable burning plasma experimental
options.”
“Initiate a review by a National Research Council panel in Spring
2002, with the goal of determining the desirability as well as the
scientific and technological credibility of the burning plasma
experiment design by Fall 2003.”

MFE Context for the Snowmass study

FESAC
Burning
Plasma
Panel
9/2001

DOE
Snowmass
Summer
Study
7/2002

FESAC
2/20029/2002

NAS /
NRC

OSTP
Congress

DOE/SC charge to the FESAC panel:
• The next step in this process is for FESAC to establish a high-level panel that
would use the results of the Summer Study to recommend a strategy for
burning plasma experiments.
• This panel’s report should show how ITER would fit into the U.S. fusion
program, if it were to go forward with our participation.
• The panel should also indicate how a FIRE or Ignitor type of device would fit
in our program, if ITER were not to go forward [with the US].
• The panel’s proposed plan should provide flexibility for us to join ITER,
should the Administration decide to enter negotiations, and if we are able to
negotiate acceptable terms, and that allows us to decline to join if the terms
are not acceptable to both the community and the Administration.

MFE Preamble
Fusion energy shows great promise to contribute to
securing the energy future of humanity.
The science which underlies this quest is at the
frontier of the physics of complex systems and
provides the basis for understanding the behavior
of high temperature plasmas.
Grounded in recent excellent progress, the world is
now at a major decision point: to go forward with
exploration of a burning plasma, opening up the
possibility of discoveries in a plasma dominated
by self-heating from fusion reactions.

MFE Preamble
This exciting next step to explore burning plasmas
is an essential element in the Fusion Energy
Science Program whose mission is to “Advance
plasma science, fusion science and fusion
technology—the knowledge base needed for an
economically and environmentally attractive
fusion energy source.”
The study of burning plasmas will be carried out as
part of a program that includes advancing
fundamental understanding of the underlying
physics and technology, theory and
computational simulation, and optimization of
magnetic confinement configurations.

MFE Preamble

The participants of the 2002 Fusion Summer
Study developed major conclusions
regarding the opportunities for exploration
and discovery in the field of burning
plasmas.

Agenda for the MFE Session
Preamble
IGNITOR
FIRE
ITER
Innovative Confinement Concepts

Sauthoff
Coppi
Meade
Lackner
Hooper

Major Conclusions of the Study
1. Why a burning plasma
2. Burning plasma options
3. Assessment of contributions of the options
4. Assessment of the feasibility of the options
5. Assessment of fusion development paths
6. Relation to the national program

Navratil
Baker
Van Dam
Taylor
Taylor
Prager

Agenda

IGNITOR Overview
by
Bruno Coppi

Agenda

FIRE Overview
by
Dale Meade

FIRE
An Opportunity to Explore Burning Plasmas
Dale M. Meade

for the FIRE Study Team
MFE Final Plenary
2002 Fusion Summer Study
Snowmass, CO
July 19, 2002

FIRE

Lighting the Way to Fusion

http://fire.pppl.gov

Magnetic Fusion needs New Facilities to Explore,
and Expand the Frontiers of Fusion Energy Science

VLBA

CHANDRA

??
NIF & LMJ

HST (NGST)

SNS

MFES

APS

Three Options for a Major Next Step in Magnetic Fusion
(same scale)

IGNITOR

FIRE

Italian Based
Int'l Collaboration

US Based
International Portfolio

ITER
EU, JA or CA Based
International Partnership

FIRE, the U.S. National Activity on a Next Step Option
Organization
• National activity managed by the Virtual Laboratory for Technology with
participation by more than 15 institutions.
• Benefited from prior participation in ITER, and earlier BPX design activities.
Purpose:
• to investigate and assess various opportunities for advancing the scientific
understanding of fusion energy, with emphasis on plasma behavior at high
energy gain and for long duration.
• tasks to be pursued include investigation of a multi-machine pathway, with initial
emphasis on the burning plasma experiment (e.g., FIRE).
Program Advisory Committee
• I5 members from the U.S. and abroad.
• Extensive PAC Reports provide detailed recommendations for the FIRE activity
to address. NSO-PAC reports are on FIRE (http://fire.pppl.gov).

FIRE, A Laboratory to Explore Burning Plasmas
http://fire.pppl.gov

Design Features
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
1,400 tonne

R = 2.14 m, a = 0.595 m
B = 10 T
Wmag= 5.2 GJ
Ip = 7.7 MA
Paux ≤ 20 MW
Q ≈ 10, Pfusion ~ 150 MW
Burn Time ≈ 20 s ( 2 tau_cr)
Tokamak Cost ≈ $351M (FY02)
Total Project Cost ≈ $1.2B(FY02)

Mission: Attain, explore, understand and optimize
magnetically-confined fusion-dominated plasmas.
FIRE has adopted the Advanced Tokamak features identified
by the Advanced Reactor Studies (ARIES)

Quasi-Stationary Burning Plasma in FIRE
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• ITER98(y, 2) with H(y, 2) = 1.1, n(0)/〈n〉 = 1.2, and n/ nGW = 0.67
• Burn Time ≈ 20 s ≈ 21τE ≈ 4τHe ≈ 2τCR
Q = Pfusion/( Paux + Poh)

Advanced Burning Plasma Physics
could be Explored in FIRE
Self-Heating Dominant

Self-Current Drive Dominant
Fully Non-Inductive for > 1 τCR
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Tokamak simulation code results for H(y, 2) = 1.4, βN = 3.5 , would require RW
mode stabilization. q(0) = 2.9, qmin = 2.2 @ r/a = 0.8, 8.5 T, 5.5 MA

Diversified International Porfolio for Magnetic Fusion
Second Phase

Fourth Phase

Third Phase

Scientific
Feasibility

Fusion Science and Technolgy
Feasibility

Three Large Tokamaks

Several Large Facilities

JT-60 U

FIRE

JET

KSTAR, JT-60 SC

TFTR

Nuclear Tech Dev

Electric Power
Feasibility

Commercialization
Phase
Economic
Feasibility

Choice of
Configuration

Base Program
Plasma Science
Scientific Simulation Initiatives

Advanced
Test Reactor

Scientific Foundation

Advanced DEMO

Fusion Technology

Non-Tokamak Configurations

Technology Demonstration

Long Pulse Adv. Stellarator
Spherical Torus, RFP

(the overall portfolio approach includes IFE)

Spheromak, FRC, MTF

1985

2005

Reduced Technical Risk

2050

2020
Streamlined Management Structure

Increased Technical Flexibility

Better Product/Lower Overall Cost

Faster Implementation

Is this the lowest cost most efficient path to fusion?

Modular Strategy9a

Snowmass Assessment - FIRE’s Response
A challenging process that required hard work by many
• Thanks to the Working Groups and Snowmass participants for their outstanding
effort and constructive criticism.
• Thanks to the FIRE Team for their tireless efforts in rising to the occasion.

FIRE’s Plan – Use the results to make FIRE the best it can be.
• Let us build on all this hard work and continue Community participation in FIRE.
• FIRE will review advice, update design goals, improve design as appropriate
• Review with the Community, Program Advisory Committee and DOE.
• Be ready to move ahead to Conceptual Design and initiate R&D if we are asked

The U.S. Fusion Program is at a Fork in the Road
There is an opportunity to expand the frontier of fusion science while moving
toward the fusion energy goal by initiating a burning plasma program.

Let’s Take It.
• Let’s explore the international opportunity with ITER.
• We must do our cost/benefit homework prior to negotiations.
• We should set a date certain for completion of negotiations.

• Let’s continue to develop FIRE as a U.S. based experiment in the context of an
international portfolio.
• We will incorporate the advice from this assessment.
• We should continue to advance the FIRE design and initiate critical R&D.
Consistent with HR-4: Energy Policy Act of 2002

“I want you to develop fusion energy for the world”
Let’s Do It !

Fusion Snowmass 2002
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ITER Overview
by
Karl Lackner

EFDA

EUROPEAN

FUSION

DEVELOPMENT

AGREEMENT

the Case for ITER
K.Lackner, D. Campbell and many others
EFDA-CSU
D-85748 Garching

ITER
ITER

INTERNATIONAL PROJECT
Engineering Design Phase
(1992 – 2001)
Japan
European Union
Russian Federation
(US until 1999)

negotiations among partners:
above + Canada

major radius

6.2 m

minor radius

2.0 m

plasma current

15 MA

toroidal field

5.3 T

κ/δ

1.85/0.49

fusion power amplification

≥ 10

fusion power

400 MW (800 MW)

burn duration

400 s (3000 s)

external heating power

73 MW (110 MW)

construction costs (including

deferred items & management costs):
4.57 b€ (EU costing)
partner´s contributions in kind

role of ITER in Europe´s vision
• burning plasma physics
• integration of technology with physics
• demonstrate and test fusion power plant technologies
ITER Design Goals
Physics:
•

ITER is designed to produce a plasma dominated by α-particle heating

•

produce a significant fusion power amplification factor (Q = 10) in long-pulse
operation

•

aim to achieve steady-state operation of a tokamak (Q = 5)

•

retain the possibility of exploring ‘controlled ignition’ (Q = 30)

Technology:
•

demonstrate integrated operation of technologies for a fusion power plant

•

test components required for a fusion power plant

•

test concepts for a tritium breeding module

role of ITER in Europe´s vision
• ITER is the fastest path of a success-oriented strategy to
a reactor
• patience with fusion as an energy option is running short

the King Panel (including
leading industrialists)

Economist July 18, 2002:
•

report:

The ITER project is the
essential step towards energy
production on a fast track.

•

fusion has demonstrated a new
physics constant: the 30 years
to fusion power
„the only reason to understand
burning plasmas is in order to
build a commercial fusion
power-plant“

tokamak research is mature for the
step to a burning plasma - (1)

tokamak research has
converged
ITER incorporates all
successfull
developments:
• elongated (Dshaped) cross-section
• divertor
• superconducting
coils
• DT operation

ITER

tokamak research is mature for the step to a burning
plasma - (2) the progress in performance measure n T τ
steady, rapid progress
of tokamak performance
natural next step:
burning plasma
n... plasma density
T... plasma temperature
τ ... energy confinement time
(a measure of the quality of
the thermal insulation)

tokamak research is mature for the step to a burning
plasma - (3) targeted research to resolve remaining issues

ITER
simulation
discharges
on JET

AUG

confinement at high n/n Gr

ITER´s capabilities as a burning plasma experiment
ITER has also other missions besides burning plasma physics:
•

but all its mission goals require it to to carry out foremost an
extensive and ambitious physics programme

•

its essential design features give it the capability to do this
–
–
–

–

pulse length (3000 s) and duty cycle (20%)
diagnostic access & facilities
flexible heating, current drive system
•
total power
•
composition
divertor exchange capability

even for a partner who values differently the mission
objectives of ITER it gives best value/cost [burn-seconds*)/$]
*) or (τburn/τE)/cost or (τburn/τskin)/cost or .....

Fusion Power Plant Physics & ITER´s capabilities
as a burning plasma experiment
• advanced scenarios:
• sample scenarios illustrative
• will be a primary research objective
(in particular regarding α-particle
physics)

• sample calculations:
•
•
•
•
•

“weak central shear”
Ip=9MA, q95=5.3
H98(y,2)=1.6, β N=2.95
fbs=48%, fCD=52%
PRF+PNB=29+30MW, Pfus=356MW

ITER´s advanced scenarios are limited by conservativism rather than
technical capabilities (Pfus-> 800 MW, Pheat -> 110 MW)

the need for physics-technology integration
some of the key issues arise at physics-technology
interface
• past, recognized examples are
• tritium retention
• consequences of halo currents & vertical disruptions
• life – time issues in steady state
•.......
• others
• diagnostics (incl. real time control) in nuclear environment
• RWM-stabilisation in a device with superconducting coils
•.......

cannot be substituted by paper work:
reactor studies need feet on the ground

ITER´s mission: physics & technology integration
role of R&D phase
steps in physics & technology
integration
1.

design

2.

R&D

3.

construction

4.

operating experience

steps (1) and (2) accomplished
during Engineering Design
Activity 1992 - 2001:
investment and value of
prototypes: 400 M€ for the
7 large projects

example: vacuum vessel segment

proof of accuracy in manufacturing and
welding with 3 mm accuracy
(also proof of inernational collaboration: a US-produced
welding robot welded a Russia-produced port to the
Japan-produced vessel)

development path centered around ITER:

Major Facilities

Base Plasma physics

the US version

Theory & Simulation
ST, stellarator, RFP, other ICCs
Tokamak physics

ExperimentalITER
Phase

ICC ETR

ETR
Phase

Decision point

14-MeV neutron source

Base Technologies

Volumetric neutron source

Base fusion power technologies

Base Plasma Support technologies

DEMO

development path centered around ITER:
a EU tokamak version (stellarator versions exist)

ITER proponent´s conclusions from the workshop
• the design review of ITER has confirmed that there are
no show stoppers
• two areas identified as requiring further R&D are already at the
top of the EU-list
• ELM-mitigation
• tritium inventory
where we have a major R&D effort, involving also US
collaboration (Pisces) and a range of alternative options
• in two areas US codes have highlighted the need for reassessment or minor modifications
• LHCD current drive efficiency for advanced scenarios
• RWM stabilization requirements

Summary

US left ITER when
we had no site
proposal

Cadarache, EU

now we have 4

welcome!

Vandellos, EU
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MFE Burning Plasmas and
Innovative Confinement Concepts (ICCs)
by
Bick Hooper

MFE Burning Plasmas
and
Innovative Confinement Concepts (ICCs)
Bick Hooper

LLNL

Presentation at the Snowmass Summer Workshop
July 19, 2002

A "portfolio strategy" provides for development and
innovation in magnetic fusion configurations
Effective development of economic magnetic fusion power requires:
• A burning plasma experiment
• An advancing portfolio of ICCs
• Plasma physics unified through theory, modeling, and simulation
• Fusion materials and technology development

Improved
Configurations

Advance portfolio of configurations
CE → PoP → PE
Magnetic Configurations
Knowledge Base

Predictive
Capability

Fusion
Energy
Development

EBH – Snowmass 7/19/02

Advance physics understanding
& predictive capability

Advance burning plasma physics,
technology, materials, systems design

Best
Path to
Energy

DEMO

Burning Plasma
Phys. & Tech.
Knowledge Base

ICCs contribute to fundamental understanding and
predictive capability for fusion plasmas
Coupling the tokamak burning plasma experiment and the toroidal ICCs will
challenge and extend our understanding of toroidal plasma physics, to the benefit
of both the BPX and the ICCs
• A predictive capability will be based on:
– Comprehensive diagnosis of the burning plasma and ICCs
– Fundamental theory
– Computational modeling
• The portfolio strategy expands the magnetic geometry and parameter space for
the science of attractive fusion:
– Symmetry versus quasi-symmetry
– Magnetic helical pitch and shear
– Role of plasma current
– Aspect ratio
– Beta
The range of experiments provides a unique perspective on physics issues, including
– Physics of reconnection
– Flow shear
– Wall stabilization
– Magnetic vs electrostatic transport
EBH – Snowmass 7/19/02

The ICCs link our fusion energy quest to the broader
science and educational community by:
• Working with a broad range of plasmas under differing physical conditions
– Stimulating cross fertilization with other fields of science
• Strengthening university plasma science and technology programs
– Engaging faculty by providing opportunities to contribute to plasma and
fusion science with small-to-medium size experiments
• Attracting bright, young talent through
– The vision of unlimited energy for mankind, as furthered by BPX
– The opportunity to participate in experiments they can “get their hands around.”

EBH – Snowmass 7/19/02

A Burning Plasma Experiment will shorten the
development time for magnetic fusion energy for all
concepts
All magnetic fusion energy concepts share common science and technology:
• The physics of confined plasmas
• The dynamics of burning plasmas
• Fusion and nuclear technology

A plasma experiment will maximize its contributions and
effective coupling to the ICCs by
• Being capable of exploring a broad range of physics parameters
• Having good access and flexibility of operation
• Including a complete set of diagnostics, room for expansion, and
a well thought-out diagnostic plan
• Being supported by a strong theoretical and computational
modeling effort
EBH – Snowmass 7/19/02

Major Conclusions of the MFE Study
1. Why a burning plasma

Navratil

2. Burning plasma options

Baker

3. Assessment of contributions of the options

Van Dam

4. Assessment of the feasibility of the options

Taylor

5. Assessment of fusion development paths

Taylor

6. Relation to the national program

Prager

CONCLUSION 1

The study of burning plasmas, in which self-heating from
fusion reactions dominates plasma behavior, is at the
frontier of magnetic fusion energy science.
The next major step in magnetic fusion research should be
a burning plasma program, which is essential to the
science focus and energy goal of fusion research.

BURNING PLASMAS IS A CRUCIAL ELEMENT IN THE PROGRAM

• Study of burning plasmas is a crucial and missing element in the
fusion energy sciences program.
• The capability to study burning plasmas will take us a large step
forward in demonstrating magnetic fusion as a source of practical
fusion energy.

WE ARE READY TO TAKE A BURNING PLASMA STEP

• The tokamak is now at the stage of scientific maturity that we are
ready to undertake the essential step of burning plasma research.
• Present experiments cannot achieve the conditions necessary for a
burning plasma.
• A new experimental facility is required to address the important
scientific issues in the burning plasma regime.
• The conditions needed to study the key physics phenomena
expected in the burning plasma state have been identified.

BURNING PLASMAS AFFORD UNIQUE
OPPORTUNITY FOR DISCOVERY
• Burning plasmas afford unique opportunities to explore, for the first
time, high-temperature-plasma behavior in the regime of strong selfheating in the laboratory.
• Production of a strongly, self-heated fusion plasma will allow the
discovery and study of a number of new phenomena. These include
the effects of:
– Energetic, fusion-produced alpha particles on plasma stability
and turbulence.
– The strong, nonlinear coupling that will occur between fusion
alpha particles, the pressure driven current, turbulent transport,
MHD stability, and boundary-plasma behavior.
– Stability, control, and propagation of the fusion burn and fusion
ignition transient phenomena.

ADVANCED TOKAMAK (AT) RESEARCH CAPABILITY IS HIGHLY
DESIRABLE IN ANY BURNING PLASMA EXPERIMENT

• Recent physics advances in tokamak research, aimed at steady-state
and high performance, demonstrate the potential to significantly
increase the economic attractiveness of the tokamak. Therefore,
Advanced Tokamak (AT) research capability is highly desirable in
any burning plasma experiment option.

A BURNING PLASMA WILL MAKE IMPORTANT
CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE FUSION PROGRAM
• Physics and technology learned in a tokamak-based burning plasma
would be transferable to other configurations
• Scientific flexibility, excellent diagnostics, and close coupling to
theory and simulation are critical features of a program in burning
plasmas. Such a program would contribute significantly to the
physics basis for fusion energy systems based on the tokamak- and
other toroidal magnetic configurations.
• The experience gained in burning plasma diagnostics, essential to
obtaining data to advance fusion plasma science, will be highly
applicable to burning plasmas in other magnetic configurations.

CONCLUSION 2
The three experiments proposed to achieve burning
plasma operation range from compact, high field, copper
magnet devices to a reactor-scale superconductingmagnet device. These approaches address a spectrum of
both physics and fusion technology, and vary widely in
overall mission, schedule and cost.

MISSION STATEMENT PROVIDED BY THE IGNITOR TEAM

•

IGNITOR is a facility whose mission is
to achieve fusion ignition conditions
in deuterium-tritium plasmas for a
duration that exceeds the intrinsic
plasma physics time scales. It utilizes
high-field copper magnets to achieve
a self-heated plasma for pulse lengths
comparable to the current
redistribution time. IGNITOR will
study the physics of the ignition
process and alpha particle
confinement as well as the heating
and control of a burning plasma
subject to thermonuclear instabilities.

MISSION STATEMENT PROVIDED BY THE FIRE TEAM
•

FIRE is a facility whose mission is to
attain, explore, understand and
optimize magnetically-confined
fusion-dominated plasmas. FIRE
would study burning plasma physics
in conventional regimes with Q of
about 10 and high-beta advanced
tokamak regimes with Q of about 5
under quasi-stationary conditions.
FIRE employs a plasma configuration
with strong plasma shaping, double
null poloidal divertors, reactor level
plasma exhaust power densities and
pulsed cryogenically cooled copper
coils as a reduced cost approach to
achieve this mission.

MISSION STATEMENT PROVIDED BY THE ITER TEAM

•

The overall objective of ITER is to
demonstrate the scientific and
technological flexibility of fusion
energy. ITER would accomplish this
objective be demonstrating controlled
ignition and extended burn of
deuterium-tritium plasmas, with
steady-state as an ultimate goal, by
demonstrating technologies essential
to a reactor in an integrated system,
and by performing integrated testing of
the high heat flux and nuclear
components required to utilize fusion
energy for practical purposes.

CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULES FOR THE THREE OPTIONS

•

Construction schedules were reported as 5 years for IGNITOR, 6
years for FIRE, and 9 years for ITER.

•

FIRE is not at the same level of readiness as ITER and IGNITOR and
will require some additional time to be ready for construction.

•

ITER must complete international negotiations and agreement
before construction can commence.

COST OF THE THREE OPTIONS

Cost information was obtained from the ITER and FIRE teams and was
assessed within the limited resources available for the Snowmass
work. All costs were converted to 2002-US dollars. ITER assumes an
international cost-sharing approach while FIRE costs are estimated as
a US project.

COST ASSESSMENT OF ITER
•

The purpose of the ITER cost information is to provide accurate relative
estimates of the “value” of all the tasks necessary for construction to
facilitate international negotiations on task sharing. The cost information is
based on a large engineering effort (about 1000 PPY) and a large R&D effort
(about $900M) with prototypes of all key components. Also, the ITER cost
information (about 85 procurement packages) is based on input from the
industries in all the parties. The estimate of the ITER total “value”, when
converted to 2002 US dollars, is about $5 billion. The actual cost estimate is
to be developed by each party using their own procedures, including the
use of contingency. Thus, the ITER cost information does not included
explicit contingency.

•

The US will need to carefully estimate the cost of any potential
contributions to ITER. These estimates should include adequate
contingency and any additional required R&D to mitigate against potential
cost increases.

COST ASSESSMENT OF FIRE

•

The estimate for FIRE is about $1.2 B including about a 25%
contingency. It is based on an advanced pre-conceptual design
using in-house and some vendor estimates. However, substantial
further engineering is needed as well as some supporting R&D.

COST ASSESSMENT OF IGNITOR

•

As an Italian project, IGNITOR has been designed in detail with
supporting R&D. It has a detailed cost estimate which is
confidential for business purposes and was not made available to
the assessment team.

Conclusion 3
IGNITOR, FIRE, and ITER would enable studies of the physics
of burning plasma, advance fusion technology, and contribute to
the development of fusion energy. The contributions of the three
approaches would differ considerably.
•
•

•

IGNITOR offers an opportunity for the early study of nonstationary burning plasmas aiming at ignition.
FIRE offers an opportunity for the study of burning plasma
physics in conventional and advanced tokamak configurations
under quasi-stationary conditions and would contribute to
plasma technology.
ITER offers an opportunity for the study of burning plasma
physics in conventional and advanced tokamak configurations
for long durations with steady state as the ultimate goal, and
would contribute to the development and integration of
plasma and fusion technology.

The contributions of the three approaches
would differ considerably.
For the three candidate burning plasma devices, we will list key benefits:
i.e., the capabilities for studies of the physics and technology of burning
plasmas (assuming that each facility will achieve its proposed performance).

Common benefits from all three candidate devices
PHYSICS
1.
Strongly-coupled physics issues of equilibrium, stability, transport,
wave-particle interactions, fast ion physics, and boundary physics in
the regime of dominant self-heating.
TECHNOLOGY
2.
Plasma support technologies (heating, fuel delivery, exhaust, plasmafacing components, and magnets) will benefit most because
parameters and plasma conditions will be close to those required for
power production.
3.
Nuclear technologies (remote handling, vacuum vessel, blankets,
safety and materials) will advance as a result of the experience of
operating in a nuclear environment. The level of benefit will depend
on tritium inventory, pulse length, duty factor, and lifetime fluence.

Key benefits from IGNITOR
PHYSICS
1.
Capability to address the science of self-heated plasmas in a reactorrelevant regime of small ρ* (many Larmor orbits) for globally MHDstable plasmas at low βN (normalized plasma pressure).
2.
Capability to study sawtooth stability at low beta with isotropic alpha
particles and self-consistent pressure profile determined by dominant
alpha heating.
TECHNOLOGY
3.
Development of high-field copper magnets with advanced structural
features, including bucking & wedging and magnetic press.
4.
Development of high-frequency RF antennas for wave heating in a
burning plasma environment.

Key benefits from FIRE
PHYSICS
1.
Capability to address the science of self-heated plasmas in reactorrelevant regimes of small ρ* (many Larmor orbits) and high βN
(normalized plasma pressure) with a large fraction of non-inductive
current sustained for up to a few current relaxation times.
2.
Exploration of high self-driven current regimes with strong shaping
and active MHD stability control.
3.
Study of removal of helium ash and impurities with exhaust pumping.
TECHNOLOGY
4.
Development of electrical insulation for high-field pulsed copper
magnets in high neutron fluence environment.
5.
Development of high heat flux plasma-facing components with
steady-state heat removal capability (tungsten/beryllium).

Key benefits from ITER
PHYSICS
1.
Capability to address the science of self-heated plasmas in reactorrelevant regimes of small ρ* (many Larmor orbits) and high βN
(plasma pressure), and with the capability of full non-inductive current
drive sustained in near steady state conditions.
2.
Exploration of high self-driven current regimes with a flexible array of
heating, current drive, and rotational drive systems.
3.
Exploration of alpha particle-driven instabilities in a reactor-relevant
range of temperatures.
4.
Investigation of temperature control and removal of helium ash and
impurities with strong exhaust pumping.
TECHNOLOGY
5.
Integration of steady-state reactor-relevant fusion technology: largescale high-field superconducting magnets; long-pulse high-heat-load
plasma-facing components; control systems; heating systems.
6.
Testing of blanket modules for breeding tritium.

CONCLUSION 4
Feasibility Assessment
•

There are no outstanding engineering-feasibility issues to prevent the
successful design and fabrication of any of the three options.

•

However, the three approaches are at different levels of design and
R&D.

•

There is confidence that ITER and FIRE will achieve burning plasma
performance in H–mode based on an extensive experimental database.

•

IGNITOR would achieve similar performance if it either obtains H–mode
confinement or an enhancement over the standard tokamak L–mode.

•

However, the likelihood of achieving these enhancements remains an
unresolved issue between the assessors and the IGNITOR team.

The three options are at very different stages of
engineering development

• ITER and IGNITOR have well-developed engineering designs.
• ITER has been supported by a comprehensive R&D program.
Also, ITER has demonstrated full-scale prototypes for all major
components of the fusion core and their maintenance.
• FIRE is at the advanced pre-conceptual design level. It has
benefited from previous R&D for CIT/BPX and, most recently,
from ITER R&D.
• IGNITOR has carried out R&D and built full-size prototypes on all
key components.

Projections for the three options are based on
present understanding of tokamak physics
•

Based on 0D and 1.5D modeling, all three devices have baseline scenarios
which appear capable of reaching Q = 5 – 15 with the advocates’ assumptions.
ITER and FIRE scenarios are based on standard ELMing H–mode and are
reasonable extrapolations from the existing database.

•

IGNITOR’s baseline scenarios, based on cold edged L–mode, depend on a
combination of enhanced energy confinement and/or density peaking for which
a firm basis has not been established. An unresolved issue arose as to whether
an adequate database exists (proposers) or does not exist (assessors) for
assessing confinement projections in the proposed IGNITOR operational
modes: L–mode limiter or H–mode with x-point(s) near the wall. Further
research and demonstration discharges are recommended.

•

More accurate prediction of fusion performance of the three devices is not
currently possible due to known uncertainties in the transport models. An
ongoing effort within the base fusion science program is underway to improve
the projections through increased understanding of transport.

A number of issues have been identified
Some Examples

•

ITER and FIRE: the predicted ELM-power loads are at the upper
boundary of acceptable energy deposition; ELM-control and
amelioration is needed.

•

FIRE: control of the neoclassical tearing mode by lower hybrid current
drive is not sufficiently validated.

•

FIRE: radiation damage of magnet insulators.

•

ITER: tritium retention is a concern with carbon-based divertor
materials.
These issues are the subjects of continuing R&D.

Advanced operating regimes are pursued on each
option

• Each device presents a reasonable set of advanced scenarios
based on present understanding. ITER and FIRE have moderate
and strong shaping respectively and the control tool set needed
to address the issues of high beta and steady-state related to
Advanced Tokamak regimes. FIRE has the capability to sustain
these regimes for 1 – 3 current redistribution times, while ITER’s
capability to operate for up to 3000 s allows near steady-state
operation. IGNITOR presents credible advanced performance
scenarios using current ramps and intense heating to produce
internal transport barriers on a transient basis.

CONCLUSION 5.
Fusion Development Path
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Role of IGNITOR in Fusion Development
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Principal Advantages of Different
Development Scenarios
!ITER:
! Early exploration and optimization of integrated burning plasma, steady state (AT)
operation, and plasma support technologies.
! Minimizes number of steps (and time) to tokamak-based fusion power.
!FIRE:
! Reduces initial facility investment costs and allows optimization of experiments for
separable missions.
! Provides further optimization before integration steps.
!IGNITOR:
! Early demonstration of an important fusion milestone, burning plasmas.
! Low initial facility investment cost.
!Fusion Power technologies are the pace setting element of fusion development. Their
!development requires:
#
" Strong base program including testing of components in non-nuclear environment as well
as fission reactors.
#
$ Material program including an intense neutron source to develop and qualify lowactivation material.
#
% A Component Test Facility for integration and test of power technologies in fusion
environment.

Conclusion 6
A strong base science and technology program is needed to
advance essential fusion science and technology, and to
participate effectively in, and to benefit from, the burning
plasma effort. In particular, the development path for
innovative confinement configurations would benefit from
research on a tokamak-based burning plasma experiment

A strong base science and technology program is needed to
advance essential fusion science and technology

• An accepted premise of the fusion program
• The base program includes all the key,
fundamental science and technology issues
other than burning plasma science
• It is critical to advance the base program in the
presence of a burning plasma experiment

A strong base program is needed to participate effectively in,
and to benefit from, the burning plasma effort
for participation, we need
• the full spectrum of physicists and engineers to
participate in the BPX
• Training of new fusion scientists
• Tokamak experiments to contribute to the database
supporting a BPX
to receive benefits, we need
• Theorists to generalize the BPX results
• A configuration optimization program so that BPX results
can be used to accelerate concept development

The development path for innovative confinement configurations
would benefit from research on a tokamak-based burning plasma
experiment

Research in innovative confinement configurations aims to
advance fusion plasma physics and to evolve attractive
approaches to fusion energy

Transferability of information enhances the utility of a
burning plasma experiment

Sample list of configurations
• Nonaxisymmmetric: stellarator family
• q > 1axisymmetric: tokamak family
AT, ST
• q < 1 axisymmetric: RFP, spheromak, FRC

Key issues and transferability
• α - generated instabilities:physics of spectra, excitation,
damping extend to other configurations; geometric details
differ
• α - effects on existing instabilities: drift-precession effects
transferable
• Fluctuation-driven α transport: effect on electrostatic
fluctuations, sawteeth transferable
• RF wave interactions with α particles : interaction physics
transferable
• Burn control, nonlinear coupling: some control aspects
transferable

• The unknown: ??

• Transferability requires understanding at a
fundamental level, through experiment, theory,
computation
• Nearly all past tokamak results have influenced
other configurations

BPX technology is strongly transferable
e.g.,
magnets
diagnostics
plasma facing components
heating sources
fueling
blankets
remote handling

